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Formosa Plastics had to shut its 1.7 billion lb/yr (771,000 t/
yr) Olefins 1 cracker in Point Comfort, Texas, because of a fire
on 22 December. Formosa said the fire was localized with no
injuries. However, no start-up date has been given.
Otherwise the Olefins markets were mostly asleep for the
last two weeks of 2017, trading at around 27.5¢/lb for December delivery when news of the Formosa incident broke. But as
is typical as participants returned from the holidays yesterday,
the markets awoke. January delivery at Mont Belvieu, Texas,
went twice at 27.875¢/lb, and twice at 28.0¢/lb. The contract
price settled down for December by 0.75¢/lb from November at 32.5¢/lb. Choctaw last commanded a 0.5-0.625¢/lb
premium while the forward curve is almost flat, with February
marked in a 0.25¢ contango and forward months after that
notionally flat.
Amid the uncertainty caused by the Formosa cracker fire,
today’s trading appears to be heading higher, with prices starting the day at levels forecast back in December without any
such incidents foreseen.
WTI is up by about 6pc in the past four weeks, while
propane is flat, butane has risen by 1pc and light naphtha has
gained 5pc. Natural gas has risen by 5pc, but ethane is up by
12 pc as it recovers from end-of-year constraints on storage
and logistics, putting it at 4¢/USG over fuel value. Benzene,
which had surged in November and drove the light-naphtha
crack cost below propane, has reversed course and has fallen
by 9pc in the last four weeks. That has driven light-naphtha
cash costs above propane and butane crack economics for
many crackers. Butane is favored over propane, with ethane
still in a different league despite its increase. It is still about
%
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half the cost to crack as any other feed.
US ethane stocks broke another record in October, surging
5.173mn bl to 58.630mn bl according to the Energy Information Administration (EIA). The spike appeared to be driven by
a large increase in production of 9.031 mn bl over September
levels, putting production at an all time record of 48.206 mn
bl. This occurred despite demand for ethane being highly impacted by Hurricane Harvey during the period.
The US-northeast Asia spot spread widened by $42/t over
the past four weeks to $755/t. The US-southeast Asia differential also was wider by $45/t at $670/t. The northwest
Europe differential expanded by $75/t to $578/t. At these high
arbitrage levels, there will be no shortage of demand with the
’000bl
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economics to fill the US ethylene export terminal.
Overall ethylene demand from non-polyethylene derivatives appears steady, as global markets are strong and no
major issues are reported at US operations.
Polyethylene (PE) production experienced hiccups in late
December. Westlake’s autoclave low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) unit in Longview, Texas, went down on 19 December,
and the company declared force majeure on LDPE, which is
expected to last through February. Another LDPE unit that
had been expected to restart at the end of December now is
unlikely be back on-line until late January.
The LDPE outages, combined with the ramp-up of new
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) production is creating imbalance between the grades, with certain HDPE grades readily
available while tightness persists for other grades. Spot pricing remains in a wide range between the high 50s¢/lb to the
low 60s¢/lb, depending on grade. Availability of prime material
is limited.
Demand has been slow because of seasonal factors, with
many processors taking off around the holidays. December
data are not yet available, and final November figures have not
been released for all PE grades. Preliminary data showed total
PE sales fell by 1.8pc in November from October, with exports
gaining 14pc and domestic demand falling by by 5.6pc over the
period, according to numbers from the American Chemistry
Council’s (ACC) Plastics Industry Producers’ Statistics Group as
compiled by Vault Consulting.
Preliminary November production data showed total production improved by 8.5pc in November from October, with
plants operating at 98.8pc of capacity. With production outpacing sales, producers added around 203mn lb to inventories,
’000bl

US ethane exports
Midwest (PADD 2)

East coast (PADD 1)

but all of that gain came from HDPE, with slight draws in LDPE
and linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE).
December contract pricing remains unclear. Some buyers
reported a rollover from November prices, while others said
they have got non-market adjustments of as much as 4¢/lb.
Contract negotiations for 2018 are ongoing, and clarity about
average market-wide moves may not be possible until the
majority of those talks wrap up.
Export prices have moved slightly lower, but are still too
high to attract global buyers. Global prices are receiving support from higher crude oil prices.
Production is steady in the US polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
market, with no major operational problems reported. Supply
has been lengthening as demand declined on seasonal factors
as many processors took holiday downtime.
December demand data are still not available, but final
November numbers showed total sales declined by 2.7pc in
November compared with October, according to the ACC.
Domestic sales declined by 11pc over the period, while export
sales rose by 21pc. Year-to-date sales added 3pc compared
with the same period in 2016.
November output declined by 2pc from October, with at
least one plant in turnaround during the month. Production
topped sales, so producers added around 63mn lbs to inventories in November. Year-to-date production grew by 2.9pc from
2016.
December pricing is not yet fully settled, but it will be
down by at least 1¢/lb from November levels. Buyers are pressing for more price relief, particularly with the slight decline
in ethylene contracts. Export prices have been creeping up as
demand in Asia and India improves.
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The majority of ethylene producers balanced their systems
before the holiday season and remain balanced in the early
stages of the new year. The imperative to meet year-end
stock targets has driven inventory down, while producers have
been able to maintain high operating rates thanks to attractive export economics and reasonable demand in December.
The prompt market is quiet, but there has been some spot
and swap activity to cover a continuing issue in France and
logistical constraints in the UK. The market is quiet and at this
stage it is difficult to judge January demand, with the holiday
season continuing in eastern Europe and many still away from
their desks.
Spot ethylene prices have retained the gains achieved in
late December. Material has been traded cif NWE, on the ARG
pipeline and in the Mediterranean at MCP minus 7pc, a 2pc
decrease in the discount from mid-December. This reflects the
relative lack of molecules available and the competition from
traders to load material for export to Asia-Pacific, where cif
prices are heading towards to $1,400/t and the latest fob Rabigh tender was awarded at close to $1,200/t for shipment east.
The January contract price settlement was delayed until
27 December, the penultimate working day of the year, in case
the energy markets spiked upwards. Producers were on the
wrong side of a rising energy market in October and November
and saw a reduction in net variable cost margin. In December,
the energy markets remained calm, naphtha decreased by just
€1.35/t compared with November and the ethylene contract
rolled over at €1,057/t. This was the minimum acceptable level
€/t
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for some producers that were targeting a small increase, and
once propylene settled with a rise of €20/t, they could not see
the justification for the difference between the monomers.
But with limited availability and time, a rollover was accepted
by enough of the market to bring about a settlement.
Since the contract price settled, North Sea Dates Crude oil
prices have increased to a prompt $66.68/bl. In relative terms,
naphtha has not risen to the same extent and European buyers
WE ethylene planned production loss, 2017-18
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are benefiting from a stronger dollar, which is above 1.2 to the
euro. But even so, costs have increased. Propylene and butadiene prices both increased, by €20/t and €50/t respectively,
while the price for benzene decreased by €55/t to €792/t.
Based on the increase in energy costs, overall naphtha cracker
margins are down at this early stage of the month.
The European cracker turnaround schedule is heavier
than expected but 2018 remains less significant in terms of
capacity of production lost and geographical concentration
than 2017. The spring schedule starts in March and peaks in
April, as it did last year, but the capacity affected is just over
100,000t compared with almost 230,000t in 2017. The crackers
scheduled for maintenance in spring 2018 are less geographically concentrated than last year. In 2017, there were three
turnarounds on ARG crackers in the same geographical area,
which put pressure on other operating units and limited the
ability of the industry to cover when the maintenance overran. The 2018 spring programme was originally widely spread
geographically, but the addition of two German crackers late
in the normal planning process has added some stress to an
otherwise benign programme.
The 2018 autumn schedule is larger in terms of the volume
affected compared with last year, and is more concentrated
— being centred mainly in October. But from a geographical
perspective the crackers involved are in different regions — as
was the case in 2017. Unless there are very significant overruns
or a higher-than-average number of unplanned shutdowns, the
2018 turnarounds are unlikely to create as much disruption as
occurred in 2017.
PE producers lost margin in December as prices across all
grades rolled over despite a €30/t increase in feedstock ethylene. Producers found it very difficult to push through price rises when faced with their own need to meet sales targets and
with the remnants of some low spot offers rumbling around
the market. Buyers were also confident that ethylene prices
were unlikely to increase substantially in January, and so felt
no need to buy ahead of a rising market. In the end, meeting
inventory limits was a greater imperative than recovering the
€30/t, which some felt was a lost cause from the start.
PE producers will take a tougher stance in January, and are
initially receiving support from high order intake, along with
higher feedstock prices. Higher prices in Asia-Pacific are also a
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factor, making it unlikely that Europe will attract incremental
spot volumes at low prices. The impact of new US PE capacity
is being felt already. Buyers are happy to quote the existence
of low price offers from the US, while producers are having
to hold their nerve knowing that, as yet, these volumes are
small. Import volumes will increase in the coming months, and
while it is unlikely that large buyers will have allocated much
of their core contractual volume, they will certainly want to
leverage the lower prices to put pressure on their European
suppliers.
The PVC market ended the year strongly, as although
producers lost a little margin on PVC, this was offset by
maintaining high caustic soda supply. Producers targeted a
€15/t increase in December to recoup the ethylene increase,
but in most cases ended the year agreeing to a rollover or an
increase of €5/t. Producers wanted to maintain reasonably
high operating rates to maintain caustic soda supply, and some
producers balanced their position through EDC exports. Producers will take a tougher line in January as they will not be
constrained by year-end stock targets. But a margin increase is
likely to be a stretch until the construction industry raises its
offtake later in the spring.
Despite strong demand and the fact that PVC defended its
margin for the majority of the fourth quarter, higher discounts
for 2018 contracts have been agreed. Buyers argued that because producers were making higher margins on both PVC and
caustic soda, they should also see some improvement in contract discount. Producers once again seemed unable to break
the habit formed over the past seven years. The PVC market is
much better balanced, partly because of better domestic demand, but also through some capacity losses and an attractive
export market. Despite this, producers have moved to defend
higher domestic demand with improved contractual conditions, and will now have to recoup this via margin increases to
maintain a stable financial performance.
The December MEG contract has not been finalised and it
now seems possible that the market will consider a joint January/December settlement. Spot prices were stable in the runup to year-end but a combination of restocking after weathering year-end stock constraints and cold weather depleting
de-icing stock should support strong demand and potentially
increase spot prices.
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Upstream and cracker margins
Cracker margins fell at the start of the year. Higher naphtha
costs are pressuring margins as olefins prices largely remained
stable.
Naphtha cracker margins fell by about $23/t to $599/t.
But propane cracking margins rose by about $20/t to $487/t/.
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Naphtha’s advantage over propane narrowed by about $44/t to
$111/t.
Ethylene production capacity losses are expected to inch
down in January to about 2.6pc compared with December’s
2.8pc. Production losses are expected to fall further in February to 1.9pc rising to about 3.4pc in March when the spring
turnaround season starts.

Ethylene
The ethylene market in northeast Asia was little changed at
the start of 2018, after January sold at $1,365-1,370/t cfr China
before 2017 ended. Market participants continue to value the
market at around $1,370/t cfr China this week.
Key supplier Japan was still closed for the holidays and will
only return on Thursday. There was no further discussions so
prices were rolled over. But consumers expect prices to continue to strengthen when trading resumes full force.
Market participants that have returned to their trading
desks are also eagerly anticipating the return of Japan from
the holidays to continue 2018 term contract negotiations.
Nothing was fixed before 2017 ended, although some consumers said earlier this week that volumes are finalized so they
need to focus now on fixing the premium. But not all consumers have fixed their volumes yet.
Prices of ethylene in southeast Asia were rolled over along
with prices in northeast Asia. No offer was placed and no
enquiry for ethylene could be identified.
Term ethylene volumes were offered at a $80/t premium
to published cfr southeast Asia assessments, which was
countered with bids at $30/t premium to the same quotation.
Saudi producer PetroRabigh’s latest tender to sell ethylene for
15-16 January loading possibly sold to a trading house at above
$1,200/t fob.

Polyethylene (PE)
The Chinese PE market continued to move up after the new
year holidays. The linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE)
futures market drove the physical market.
Chinese imports of PE increased in November and the Iranian supply shortage has eased. China in November imported
236,000t of low-density polyethylene (LDPE), 273,000t of
LLDPE and 565,000t of high-density polyethylene (HDPE).
Spot supplies remained tight after the holidays. Import
suppliers are unwilling to lower offers, with lower domestic
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inventories supporting current prices. LDPE traded at $1,1701,200/t, while LLDPE was firmer at $1,150-1,180/t. HDPE film
increased to $1,280-1,320/t. Iranian supplies fell from last
month because of delayed shipments, although production is
recovering after several plants were hit by technical problems. The tightness of HDPE film and blow molding supplies is
expected to ease in January. The pace of rising prices HDPE
slowed.
Downstream demand is steady to weak and orders have
fallen. Operating rates for downstream converters have also
dropped. China’s agricultural film producers have reduced
operating rates to 45pc. But film demand is recovering in south
and east China.
Combined polypropylene and PE inventories at major producers have eased down to 650,000t. LDPE supplies are slightly
short since Zhongtian Hechuang’s 120,000 t/yr LDPE unit was
shut in December for scheduled maintenance. Sinopec 100,000
t/yr PE is still down and Yangzi Basf 200,000 t/yr LDPE unit
is also shut for maintenance. Shenhua 450,000 t/yr new PE
capacity reached full commercial operation at the end of December. Chinese domestic PE supplies may be under pressure
on limited shutdowns.
The Chinese domestic market was on an upwards trend on
rising LLDPE futures. Domestic HDPE film remained at 11,40011,600 yuan/t. LLDPE prices increased to 9,800-9,900 yuan/t
($1,171-1,183/t), while LDPE firmed to Yn9,900-10,200/t ($1,1831,219/t).
China imported a historical high of 10.7mn t of PE during
January-November, which includes 2.16mn t of LDPE, 2.73mn t
of LLDPE and 5.81mn t of HDE, an increase of 20.5pc from the
same period last year. China’s PE production during JanuaryNovember rose by 7.7pc to 13.9mn t.
The country is estimated to have already consumed 24.4mn
t of PE during January-November, a 13.3pc increase from
the same period last year. China is expected to record GDP
growth of 6.8pc this year. Chinese 2017 PE consumption is set
to record growth rates of nearly double the country’s GDP
amid soaring demand for plastic food packaging, agricultural
applications, as well as consumer goods from online retail
platforms.

Ethylene glycol (MEG)
MEG prices rebounded but trading volume were limited because of the new year holidays.
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The Chinese import market was quiet before the holidays
and only sporadic deals were done at $930-945/t cfr China,
mainly taken by trading firms. But the firm Chinese domestic
MEG market pushed up import cargo discussions level after the
holiday weekend. Even a few consumers emerged and trading
levels moved up by more than $20/t on 2 January, the first
working day of 2018. They touched $970/t cfr China before the
close of trading.
Maintenance at CNOOC Shell’s MEG unit at the end of
January caused supply tightness in south China and supported
MEG prices. Several Fujian consumers were seeking MEG.
Key consumer Zhejiang Hengyi also sought MEG in the latest
trading session. This activity boosted sentiment and pushed
up domestic trading prices to 7,780 yuan/t ex-tank, which was
more than Yn300/t higher than last Wednesday. But volumes
for February shipment were around Yn30-40/t lower because
of expectations of lower demand during the lunar new year
holidays.
Although transactions were limited, Chinese port MEG
inventories largely fell to 465,000t, about 84,000t lower than
previous week because of the limited discharge of cargoes.
This also pushed up MEG values after the holiday.
CNOOC Shell plans to shut down its 450,000t/yr MEG unit
on 18 January for a month-long turnaround. Zhejiang Sanjiang's
300,000 t/yr unit is having an overhaul and will restart in late
January.

Ethylene oxide (EO)
EO has held at 10,600 yuan/t for four straight weeks as fundamentals remained largely unchanged.
China EO non-integrated cash margin
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SM prices returned to a three-week high, lifted by the trend in
China’s domestic market. But the market has been unclear and
discussions have been limited at the start of the new year.
While trading firm are just returning from the year-end holidays, many are little motivated to enter fresh trades because
of the uncertain trading environment. Term contracts for 2018
are still not fixed and no one dares to sell before any anti-duty
dumping decision has been announced.
Discussions for January and February settled at around
$1,340-1,350/t cfr China, while prompt prices in China’s domestic market reached around 10,500-10,600 yuan/t. Buying
interest for January-delivered ethylene from SM producers
have been subdued as most have already covered most of their
requirements much earlier.
$/t
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Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
$/t

Yn/t

500

Styrene monomer (SM)

800
Jan 14

Non Integrated EO cash margin (right)
13,000

An EO producer before 2017 ended continued to be the key
buyer of January delivered ethylene, paying $1,365-1,370/t cfr
China. This was to ensure continued operations as its upstream
supplier, which is a methanol-to-olefins plant, will probably
shut again soon.

The PVC market was quiet during the new year holidays.
Taiwan’s Formosa announced fresh offers before the break at
$810/t fob Taiwan, $850/ cif China and $900/t cif India. January offers may increase on firmer Indian demand in January.
Offers of US and Japan origin cargoes were at the same level.
China imported 86,222t of PVC in November, including
42,465t from the US, 18,153t from Taiwan and 12,294t from
Japan. Imports from US increased after it recovered from hur-
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ASIA-PACIFIC
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ricane disruptions on the US Gulf Coast. US oﬀers also eased
to typical levels.
China exported 41,773t of PVC in November. Volumes have
remained at a lower level since September. India, Uzbekistan
and Malaysia are the major PVC importers.
Chinese domestic PVC prices increased on the back of
ﬁrmer futures and reduced inventories. The outlook remained
bullish since producers only kept minimal inventories and most
cargoes have been pre-sold.
Carbide-based PVC prices increased to 6,500-6,600 yuan/t.
Ethylene-based PVC increased to Yn6,900-7,000/t or $821833/t. The gap between imports and domestic supplies has
narrowed to $28/t, but imported oﬀers are expected to move
up soon and the gap is expected to widen.
Chinese domestic PVC operating rates increased to 77pc.
Downstream demand has weakened because of environmental
restrictions. Operating rates of downstream units have fallen.
Current demand is balanced with tight supplies and prices are
driven by the futures market in the short term.
The market in southeast Asia was also quiet. Formosa’s
oﬀer is at $850/t cfr southeast Asia and $900/t cfr India. But
its oﬀers are expected to rise with ﬁrmer demand in India that
may start up from January.

Downstream outages
Shutdown

Plant

Hanwha Total

SM

Taiyo Oil
New Solar 2

Duration

1,050

17 July, 3-5 days

SM

370

19 July, 3-5 days

SM

300

18 July, unknown

Formosa 1 and 2

SM

600

Aug, 1 mth

LG Chem

SM

160

Oct, 1 mth

SP Chem

SM

320

endOct, 1 mth

Sanjiang

EO

100

July

Shanghai PC

EO

280

Apr, 1 mth

PetroChina Lanzhou

LLDPE

Yanshan PC

PE

540
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Shenhua Xinjiang

HD-LLD
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Formosa Ningbo

LDPE-EVA

75
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Zhenhai PC
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Sinopec Yangzi
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Lanzhou PC
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Sinopec Tianjin
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Indian Oil Corporation
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350
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Lotte Titan

HDPE
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December, 3 weeks

Lotte Titan
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early March 2017, 2 weeks

Lotte Titan
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early February 2017, 3 weeks
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Argus Hydrocarbon Resins Annual Now Available
We are pleased to inform you that the 2017 edition of Argus
Hydrocarbon Resins Annual is now available. This report
presents a global and regional view of the hydrocarbon resin
business for 2017 and what we can expect in 2018. It covers
feed stock supplier capability, competitive and co-product
materials outlook. This annual explains the regional economic
factors that influence supply and demand; and the importance
of raw materials supplied from Asia. As in previous years, this
report covers the historical perspective and context for new
managers as well as to update those familiar with the markets.
For more information about these reports, visit
www.argusmedia.com/petrochemicals.

Weekly benzene report
The Argus Benzene and Derivatives report provides
global pricing and fundamentals analysis for benzene
and major derivatives, including cyclohexane, phenol and
cumene. The report also includes key feedstocks prices,
in-depth spread relationships, arbitrage opportunities,
modeling of benzene economics, and detailed information
on operational issues affecting the market.
Email us at petrochemicals@argusmedia.com to
request further information or a sample copy
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